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Caribbean Town - St. John II 
Townhouse
Price:  USD 150.562 (AWG 268.000)

Location:  Oranjestad

Bathrooms:  1

Bedrooms:  1

Built up size:  56 m2

Stylish Studio Apartment - Contemporary Living in an Efficient 
Space Embrace a harmonious fusion of luxury, convenience, and 
communal living in this superb studio apartment in a secure gated 
community. Perfect for singles, couples, or anyone pursuing a 
streamlined and efficient living environment, this studio is expertly 
designed to make the most of every square inch. It's a 
contemporary sanctuary where you can craft the lifestyle you 
desire. The open-plan layout seamlessly merges the living area, 
sleeping quarters, and kitchen, creating a versatile and uncluttered 
space—abundant natural light streams through the generous 
windows, establishing a cheerful and inviting ambiance. The 
sleeping area has been thoughtfully designed to provide comfort 
and privacy, ensuring restful nights. A modern bathroom with all 
the necessities ensures your daily routines are smooth and 
uncomplicated. Positioned in the vibrant Eagle neighborhood, 
you're within easy reach of supermarkets, bus stops, beaches, 
dining venues, and shopping. Experience a low-maintenance way of 
life, perfect for busy professionals, students, or those who 
appreciate the simplicity of living. This generously appointed condo 
offers a lifestyle like no other, complete with an array of amenities 
designed to cater to your every whim and necessity. Features 
Include: Sparkling Community Pool: Immerse yourself in the crystal-
clear waters of our inviting pool, a sun-soaked oasis where you can 
unwind and socialize with fellow residents. The pool is your go-to 
spot whether you're seeking relaxation or a refreshing escape. 
Basketball/Football Court: Sports Enthusiast's Haven: Stay active 
and indulge your love for sports with our fully equipped basketball 
and football court. Perfect your game or challenge your friends to a 
friendly match within your community. Playground for Young 
Explorers: Our secure and thoughtfully designed playground 
provides a safe and enjoyable space for children to let their 
imaginations run wild. Parents can relax knowing their little ones 
are having fun in a secure environment. Pet-Friendly Paradise: Your 
furry companions deserve the best, too. Eagle Residences features 
a designated pet park, ensuring your four-legged friends have a 
convenient and enjoyable space to stretch their legs and socialize. 
State-of-the-Art Fitness Center: Achieve your fitness goals without 
leaving the comfort of your home. Our well-appointed gym has 
modern exercise equipment, making maintaining an active and 
healthy lifestyle easy. Community Center: Our community center is 
the place where connections are made. It's a hub for social 
gatherings, events, and activities that foster a strong sense of 
camaraderie among our residents. From game nights to 
community celebrations, this is where memories are created. 
Walking Distance to the Beach: Enjoy the sea breeze and 
breathtaking views with the beach just a short stroll away. Walking 
Distance to Supermarket: Enjoy the ease of everyday living with a 
supermarket just a short walk away. Shopping for essentials is a 
breeze, making your daily life hassle-free. This condo presents an 
idyllic haven for those who prioritize security, leisure, and 
convenience all rolled into one. Whether you're a young 
professional, a family, or someone enjoying retirement, this 
community delivers something special for everyone. Seize the 
opportunity to live the lifestyle you've always envisioned. Your 
dream home is just a phone call away. Arrange a viewing today! 
*Introducing Caribbean Town, now open to both residents and non-
residents alike!
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